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FEATURES 2015 copyright Landscape layout with lay-flat spiral binding  Maps, points of interest,

and their indexes are completely revised Includes transit information, airports, schools, shopping

centers, parks and recreation areas Administrative and zip code boundaries included Block

numbers on maps and in index Township tier, range and section numbers Full coverage of over 400

cities and communities including Anaheim, Costa Mesa, Glendale, Irvine, Lancaster, Long Beach,

Los Angeles, Mission Viejo, Pasadena, Pomona, Santa Ana, and Santa Clarita.Completely Updated

 Southern California's iconic page and grid system Con guÃa usuaria y leyenda en espaÃ±ol
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I drive trucks for a living. Years ago, the Thomas Guide was a required tool that one needed in their

arsenal when making deliveries both short and far. Nowadays, many of us have evolved with

technology. Let's get real, GPS has made it a lot easier and a lot more convenient. However, there

are times when one will have no reception, a dead battery or may not even have a phone on them

when they really need it. Even if all is working, sometimes the application's map data may not reflect

the reality. In these times, a Thomas Guide will always save the day. I keep one in the back of my

truck in the event that these situations occur, and trust me, they have. I urge everyone, especially

the young, to learn how to use a Thomas Guide. If you can learn how to navigate with it, you will

have no trouble getting around.Don't place your trust completely in technology. Always have a

backup.



I purchased this as a gift for my Dad. These are timeless! He is someone who would prefer to look

at a map instead of use GPS. As always, Thomas Guides are the best! So many things have

changed over the years with all of the construction in the OC/LA area, so this new edition was

perfect timing. The quality and detail are awesome!Highly recommend!

Google maps just does not do justice to this 90 mile wide county that is Los Angeles.It's a fat heavy

spiral bound book but it's a big, big city.The one weakness is, it should have a one page freeway

map somewhere. Bad that the spiral splits the two page freeway map in the most important

intersections.

I decided to purchase the new Thomas Guide since I always liked the traditional map

approach.MapQuest online is okay for quick directions but I like to look over a good hard copy map

to get a better feel for directions.It helps me better understand travelling through Orange and LA

Counties.I don't have GPS but that is fine with me. Thank you Thomas Guide/Rand McNally for

continuingto provide the best road map for all these years. It is an extremely valuable resource in

my opinion. The map coloring andpresentation with the spiral binding is excellent.

It is sad to hear that the Thomas Guide is not published more often. People need not only a small

unreadable app when they are seeking driving directions, but they also need a hard-copy up to date

guide they can hold and follow the roads. Less eye strain.

Thomas Guide Book is Awesome!!! You don't have to wait for a signal or recalculating like a cell

phone. In the mountains,desert, hills Or in the city...Thomas Guide gives me a page of the map city.

I have options to directions and see ,then on your cell phone.

Because I have yet to use a gps that will show you nearest major cross street or all of you options at

getting around the accident, latest freeway shooting, house burning down, or marathons running

through downtown Los Angeles. I hope that they don't stop printing these!

I have been using Thomas Maps for years and this is the one and only. Only regret is I can not find

a San Bernardino/Riverside County current map book.
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